
 

 
 

Writing Centre Workshops –  

Spring/Summer 2021 

 

Writing Workshops 

Virtual seminars are usually held Tuesdays 4pm on the dates listed below. Length is 

approximately 50-60 minutes.  

 

Anti-procrastination for Papers…………………..Tuesday, May 18th @ 4pm                                         

 

Improving Sentence Structure…………………….Tuesday, May 25th @ 4pm                               

  

Coherency and Flow…………………………………….Tuesday, June 1st @ 4pm                            

 

Integrating Quotes and Paraphrases……………Tuesday, June 8th @ 4pm              

 

 

 
Students can register for workshops by visiting our Events Calendar. 

 
 

 

Descriptions of workshops can be found on the following page 
 

 

For students who cannot attend these days and times, workshops will be recorded and posted to our writing channel on MS 

Stream at the end of each week. 

https://sait.libcal.com/calendar/LLSC?cid=7717&t=g&d=0000-00-00&cal=7717&ct=34299&inc=0
https://web.microsoftstream.com/channel/f88ebae2-64a0-41f0-99e0-ab6d251233b9


 

 
 

 

 

Workshop Descriptions 

Anti-procrastination for Papers 
Overwhelmed with writing reports, papers or assignments? Learn how to break papers down into 
smaller, manageable steps to feel more confident and prepared. Additional anti-procrastination and 
time management tips for writing will also be covered.    
 
Improving Sentence Structure 
Learn how to correct common errors including run-on sentences, comma splices, and sentence 
fragments. This seminar also offers tips on how to use commas correctly.  
 
Coherency and Flow 
Want to make your paper easier to read? Explore strategies for organizing your paper and connecting 
ideas between sentences. Topics include creating traditional and reverse outlines, integrating clear 
pronoun references, and adding transitions.  
 
Integrating Quotes and Paraphrases  
Explore common mistakes when integrating quotes and paraphrases into papers. Learn how to integrate 
quotes properly with lead-ins and how to paraphrase successfully using step-by-step strategies to help 
reword original passages.  
 
Please note this workshop does not cover the mechanics of citations. For workshops on how to cite and reference in APA and 
IEEE, please visit the library events page.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Student Writing Appointments and Consults 
To book appointments with a Writing Specialist, please email tutoring@sait.ca.  

Students can also submit their writing to writing.help@sait.ca for feedback. Please visit the Tutoring webpage for 
submission guidelines and more information on the Writing Centre. 

 

mailto:tutoring@sait.ca
mailto:writing.help@sait.ca
https://www.sait.ca/student-life/academic-help/academic-services/academic-coaching-and-tutoring

